
MaximTM Adjustable Keyboard

Included Accessories
z Palm pads and User’s

manual.

A More Flexible Design...
The Kinesis MaximTM adjustable ergonomic keyboard allows users to comfortizeTM

keyboard geometry without needing an adaptation period to reach full productivity.
Easy setup and simple adjustment minimize down time and provide for excellent
comfort and performance.  The Maxim is a formula for ergonomic success...

Features For Comfort
Variable split: user-selectable separation angle (0 to 30 degrees) between
left and right keys to straighten wrists.
Adjustable lateral tilt: two “tent” settings (8, 14 degrees) offering almost
twice the tilt of the Microsoft Natural keyboard.  This allows users to minimize
forearm muscle tension without the pitfalls of excessive tilt.
Removable palm supports: with the padded supports, palms rest on the soft
surface to relax neck and shoulders. Palm supports are easily removable if
desired. Comfortable, self-adhesive palm pads provided.

Quiet, low-force, tactile switches: switches provide a soft touch and
positive feedback.

The Maxim is
simply the best
adjustable
keyboard at any
price!

For PS/2 & USB

Stable, flexible configuration: instantly achieves stable, reproducable
adjustments to satisfy user’s preferences. Easy transition between multiple users.
Optional dedicated 10-key provides for flexible positioning.
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Keyboard Models...
MaximT M  for PS/2
(KB200PC)

z PS/2 systems, Windows 95/
98/2000, ME, NT & XP
compatible.

Specifications...

MaximT M  PS/2 & USB
Switchable (KB200PSU)

z USB systems, Windows,
Macintosh, Sun & Linux.

z Includes Kinesis PS/2 to USB
Adapter.

z Max. key force: 1.82 oz.

z Minimum Height: 1 inch.

z Minimum Width: 15.1 inches.

z Depth: 6.5 inches without
palm supports and 10.3
inches with palm supports.

z Front-to-back slope: 6ο

z Weight: 2.75 lbs

z Power Consumption of
keyboard: <50 mA @ 5V



Maxim Accessories

Great for number crunchers! The
Maxim Numeric Keypad (AC200USB)
allows users flexibility in positioning the
keypad to the right or left of the key-
board. The numeric keypad connects
directly to an available USB port on your
computer.

Maxim Keypad

Compatibility
USB systems

Copyright 2004, Kinesis Corporation. All rights reserved. Specifications subject to
change without notice. Kinesis is a registered trademark and Comfortize, Maxim and
Savant are trademarks of Kinesis Corporation. Windows, Mac, Sun, Cruise Cat, and
Perfit are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation, Apple Computer, Inc., Sun Microsystems,
Cirque, and Contour Design respectively. Kinesis keyboards should be used in accor-
dance with established ergonomic guidelines.  Because of the complex set of factors
believed to contribute to computer-related injuries, Kinesis can make no warranty that
its products alone prevent or cure any physical ailment.

For More Information,
Please Contact:

Savant Programmable Keypad
(USB or PS/2). This device adds
flexibility and boosts productivity for
anyone with repetitive commands or
tasks. It has relegendable, low-force,
long-lasting mechanical keys. Savant
keypads are available in either a 20-key
or 58-key size and offered in both USB
and PS/2 versions. A user-selectable
“layer-toggle” action allows each
physical key to suppport two different
functions. Optional double-wide and
double-tall keycaps, colored keycaps
and even custom colored legends are
available for special applications. USB
version programmable only in Windows
98/2000/XP but usable in virtually any
USB environment.
Savant Programmable Foot
Switches (USB or PS/2) This
device relieves hand and arm strain and
boosts productivity by replacing
awkward reaches and reducing overuse
of fingers and hands. It is available for
either USB (AC004USB) or PS/2
(AC004PF). USB version is program-
mable only in Windows 98/2000/XP but
usable in virtually any USB environ-
ment, and is factory programmed so
that in Windows 2000/XP it can
perform mouse click actions as well.

SolutionTM Platform Systems
Designed specifically for Kinesis
keyboards, our Solution platform
system incorporates an elegant, ultra
thin keyboard tray  (26 or 30 inch tray
lengths) attached to a 17 inch or 22
inch fully adjustable arm. The platform
slides on a ball bearing track and stores
conveniently underneath desk when not
in use.
NoteStandTM Notebook Riser
The Kinesis NoteStand notebook riser
is an elegant, yet incredibly sturdy and
lightweight adjustable support for your
notebook computer. The NoteStand
positions your laptop screen closer and
at eye level, improving visibility and
reducing the hunched posture usually
created with notebook computers.

With eight pre-set adjustment angles,
the NoteStand quickly and easily
positions your laptop screen at your
preferred height.

The Perfit Mouse Family
The ultimate in comfort!
Manufactured by Contour
Design, the Perfit mouse is
the only pointing device
designed to fit your hand.
Comes in five sizes for both
left and right hand users.
Available for PS/2, USB &
Sun ports. Please email or
call for details.
Cirque Cruise CatTM,
Smart CatTM & Easy CatTM

We offer three models of the
popular Cirque touchpads.
Choose the one that best fits
your feature and space
requirements. Available for
both PS/2 & USB.
The LaunchPad Palm
Rest (AC009LPP). Supports
the weight bearing areas of
your palm and greatly
reduces wrist extension.
Allows your fingers to fall in
a relaxed posture onto your
mouse or other input device.
The leather palm rest is
adjustable for height and
contour and supports your
wrist in a relatively straight
and supinated position. An
excellent companion to our
Maxim and Savant keypads,
Cirque touchpads and
Logitech and Kensington
Trackballs.
Replacement Palm Pads
(AC205PP) .  Self-adhesive for
easy replacement of originals
when worn.

KINESIS CORPORATION

www.kinesis.com
800-454-6374
425-402-8100
22121 17th Avenue S.E., Suite 112
Bothell, WA  98021-7404 USA
Fax: 425-402-8181
email: sales@kinesis-ergo.com

Warranty and
Technical Support
Two year limited warranty
for keyboards and one year
for accessories.
Technical support is free
except for normal long
distance charges.
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Specifications
1.45”(h) x 3.81”(w) x 6.5” (d)

Weight: .25 lbs.

Power: < 50 mA @ 5 V
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